Selecting the right burner for the Trangia stove
BURNER

Spirit burner, 110 g

Gas burner, 180 g

Multifuel burner, 525 g

Gel burner, 18 g

USE

FUEL

OUTPUT

MAINTENANCE

Easy to use due to the simple construction. The Simmering ring regulates the
heat and is used to save fuel
or to extinguish the flame.
Works in all weather conditions. In severe cold, the
winter attachment can be
used. The spirit burner can
be used with all Trangia
stoves, the Trangia Triangle (400333) and the open
spirit stove (100230).

Relatively cheap fuel. Tenol
eller T-röd (SE), Methylated spirits or bioethanol
spirit (UK), Brennspiritus
(D), Ethyl alcohol or Denature alcohol (USA), Methyl
alcohol or Wood alcohol
(AU), Alcool a brûleur
(FR), Rødsprit (N & DK),
Gedenatureerde
alcohol
(brandspiritus) (NL), Marinol-100 or Sinol (FI). Never refill the spirit burner
until the flame is completely
extinguished.

One filling (max. 2/3 of its
height) will burn in approx.
25 min. Boils 1 litre of water
in 10 min (varies according
to weather and quality of
fuel). Allow generally 1.0
litre methylated spirits for
cooking for 2 people per
week. Effect: 1000 w/ 3500
btu.

Store the spirit burner in
a plastic bag or similar to
prevent corrosion of the
cooking pans. Use alcohol based fuels only (such
as methylated spirit). To
avoid soothing, dilute the
fuel with max. 15% water.

The gas burner is also
easy to use, has fast boiling times and keeps the
pans soot free. Works in all
weather conditions above
-22ªC. The gas burner fits
all Trangia stoves (except
for the Mini Trangia), the
Trangia Triangle (400333)
and the open spirit stove
(100230).

The fuel is more expensive
than the fuel for the spirit
burner. Fits with all propane/butane gas cartridges
with EN417 compatible
threaded valves. These cartridges are available in most
countries around the world.

Boils 1 litre of water in 3.5
min (varies according to
weather and quality of fuel).
It burns 150 g gas per hour
with full effect. Effect: 2100
w/ 6700 btu.

For trouble-free use of the
gas burner please read the
instructions enclosed with
the burner where you also
can find advice on cleaning
and care. You can also find
the instructions under
”Directions for use” under
“Use & care”.

The multifuel burner is a
fast and safe alternative
and is particularly suitable
for extreme conditions, for
example very low temperatures. The burner comes
with a fuel bottle (0.6 litres), a pump, a multi-tool
and a cover. The multifuel burner fits all Trangia
stoves (except for the Mini
Trangia). Somewhat more
complicated to use than
other burners, since preheating is required.

Works with many different
fuels, which is an advantage
when travelling to different
parts of the world (especially Africa, Asia and South
America) where generally
the only fuels available are
Petrol, Kerosene and Aviation Fuel. Petrol is recommended for temperatures
below -10ºC. Where possible, high quality fuels, such
as white gas or alkylate petrol, should be used as they
are more reliable.

Boils 1 litre of water in 4
min with gas and 4.5 min
with white gas (varies according to weather and
quality of fuel). It burns
approx. 2 dl petrol or 116 g
of cartridged gas per hour
with full effect. Effect: 1600
w/ 5800 btu (cartridge gas),
1500 w/ 5200 btu (white
gas).

For trouble-free use of the
multifuel burner please
read the instructions enclosed with the burner where
you also can find advice on
cleaning and care. You can
also find the instructions
under ”Directions for use”
under “Use & care”.

The gel burner consists of
a cup with lid that is used
with gel or solid fuel. It has
similar qualities to the spirit burner, but has a slightly
higher heat output. It is extremely easy and safe to use.
The gel burner can be used
with all Trangia stoves, the
Trangia Triangle (400333)
and the open spirit stove
(100230).

Gel or solid fuel.

Boils 1 litre of water in 7
min with gel (varies according to weather and quality
of fuel). Effect: 1500 w/ 5200
btu.

Coatings in the burner caused by the fuel can be washed away with water.

